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Abstract

Beta thalassaemia is a Mendelian recessive disorder. The economic and social cost of the disease is high due to patients' life long need for monthly blood transfusions and treatment with desferrioxamine, an iron chelating agent. Wider availability of cheaper drugs is on the horizon. If there is no concomitant reduction in the number of new thalassaemia major births, there will be a cumulative increase in numbers requiring treatment. The frequency and severity, and the economic and social costs of thalassaemia, support the case for the introduction of a carrier screening and counselling program in Sri Lanka. A three-pronged plan emphasising professional, political and public education in outlined.

Introduction

Beta thalassaemia is a Mendelian recessive disorder which affects the synthesis of β globin chains of the adult haemoglobin molecule, HbA (1), prevalent in Mediterranean, middle eastern and Asian countries. Thalassaemia major patients require regular blood transfusions and removal of excess iron by subcutaneous infusion of desferrioxamine. The World Health Organisation has estimated that an annual average consumption of 27 units of blood and Rs 400 000 worth of the drug are needed to manage each patient according to recommended standards (2). In a resource limited environment it is difficult to meet these demands, and patients often suffer iron overload induced organ damage. Survival rates beyond the second decade are low. At Rs 1 to 2 million for a bone marrow transplant (India, UK and Italy), a permanent cure is also out of reach for many patients (2). A more economical orally active chelator, Deferiprone, is available but there is still debate over its efficacy and safety (3, 4, 5). At an annual expenditure of about Rs 125 000 for each patient, thalassaemia represents an enormous drain on health care budgets. Despite the significant burden on the state's economic and social resources, Sri Lanka still has no comprehensive thalassaemia control program.

The problem

There are about 1000 β thalassaemia major patients in Sri Lanka (6), with an estimated annual homozygous birth rate of about 100 (2). Many are born to parents who had no previous knowledge of their carrier risk. Last year our pilot study showed that less than 1% of the population in Colombo had heard of thalassaemia (7). Awareness may have improved since then, with the publicity over the shortage of Desferal (6), but further efforts are needed to increase clinical, political and public awareness of thalassaemia. The availability of cheaper iron chelation will prolong patient survival and if there is no concomitant reduction of new cases, the cumulative number of patients needing treatment will rise. Hence immediate action must be undertaken early to prevent thalassaemia becoming a major health and economic burden in the future. The social and economic costs of the disease support the case for commencing a carrier screening and counselling program in Sri Lanka.

Globally thalassaemia control has been achieved with public education, carrier screening, counselling, prenatal diagnosis and selective termination of affected fetuses (2). The most successful preventive program have been developed appropriate to the needs of the community, and sensitive to their cultural and social identity (8). At present the resources and expertise for prenatal diagnosis are unavailable, and termination of pregnancy is not legal in Sri Lanka.

Sri Lanka is an island, small in size, with a relatively small population. There is also relative uniformity in ethnic origin ie. south Asian. The adult literacy rate is 90% (9), a great boon to promote public awareness. Some 30 years ago, Cyprus was in a similar situation. Now it is often heralded as the success story in thalassaemia control. Cyprus has a thalassaemia carrier rate of 16%, but within 30 years the annual homozygous birth rate has
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been reduced to almost zero through population screening, genetic counselling and prenatal diagnosis (10).

Prevention

A prevention program needs the support of a ‘grand alliance’ of three parties (11) - the people, policy makers and health professionals. The public must be sensitised, political leaders must be shown evidence of benefit and professionals must take an active role in campaigning for appropriate infrastructures within the health service. Who should initiate it? It has to start with the clinician. The paediatricians or physicians treating thalassaemia patients are close to the patient’s family. They are able to collaborate with other professionals, have access to policy makers to advocate political change, and hence best equipped to lead preventive programs in their institutions.

Worldwide campaigns have been undertaken with patient and parent support groups (12). These groups often consist of highly committed individuals. They are capable of strengthening and empowering people to effect social and political change. Sri Lanka has many such organisations and health care professionals can achieve much with their support. Since carriers of β thalassaemia are to a large extent asymptomatic, motivating a healthy person to undergo a blood test depends heavily on the strength of the awareness campaign. Increasing public awareness will also help remove myths, fears and anxieties about genetic disorders in general, and help to draw attention to the patients’ needs, such as safe blood transfusions.

Screening

A genetic population screening program is a systematic effort to identify and counsel as many people as possible in the community at risk, ideally before they produce an affected child (2). It is important that screening is undertaken voluntarily. Volunteers must know why they are being screened and give informed, written consent. There are many approaches to screening. Selective screening of close relatives of an affected child is one of the most cost effective ways of identifying carriers. A study conducted in Pakistan showed that family screening can enhance carrier detection efficiency several fold over random screening (13). In our pilot survey of random population screening the carrier frequency was found to be about 2% for β thalassaemia (7). Another route for obtaining a high yield of carriers is to screen a whole village or a district.

The age of screening is an important consideration: as a child, premaritally or as a parent. Each has its advantages and drawbacks. The advantages of screening at school age are the availability of a wider range of reproductive options, the possibility of incorporating information into the school curriculum and the opportunity of screening a significant number of future parents. The disadvantage is that if done too early the impact of the knowledge may get lost before adulthood is reached (14,15).

Premarital screening has been performed in Turkey (16) and it is the national policy in Greece (2), Cyprus (17) and parts of Italy (2). Identified at-risk couples are given advice on reproductive options before marriage. There is no published evidence that a higher proportion of Sri Lankan thalassaemia major children are born to consanguineous parents. Consanguineous marriage is an important social custom in many societies for generations. In some communities it forms an integral part of the social structure and builds family unity (18). It is better to advocate thalassaemia screening before marriage to all, consanguineous or otherwise. Identified carriers can then be counselled individually.

Opportunistic screening, when parents come into contact with health care personnel for other reasons, is another way of detecting carriers. Well-baby clinics, and immunisation or family planning clinics are examples. The disadvantage is that if both partners are carriers it will limit their reproductive options. If the couple already have the desired number of healthy children, they may decide not to take a chance with another pregnancy.

A simple primary screening test of a full blood count and red cell indices, performed with an electronic cell counter will identify the majority of subjects at increased risk. Those with microcytic or hypochromic indices are tested with a secondary examination, quantitative analysis of HbA₂. The key feature of β thalassaemia carriers is that they have raised HbA₂ levels. The results of our pilot survey showed that an MCH of < 77pg, and MCV of < 27fl and a HbA₂ level above 3.5%, as measured by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) were indicative of thalassaemia carrier status in adults (7). Haemoglobin A₂ can also be quantified using electrophoresis or column chromatography (2).

One problem with the above screening protocol is that microcytosis and hypochromia are also observed with more common disorders such as iron deficiency anaemia and α thalassaemia trait, a generally harmless condition in south Asians (18). Some types of α thalassaemia can be difficult to diagnose even with molecular biological techniques. A carrier detection protocol based on a primary screen of microcytic and hypochromic indices will also miss certain rare types of silent β thalassaemia carriers, those with MCV, MCH and HbA₂ values in the normal range (19), and those with certain structurally abnormal haemoglobins such as HbE (20), HbS (21), and HbD-Punjab (22) which have been reported in Sri Lankans. They may, in combination with each other or β thalassaemia genes, produce a severe disease (23). The use of DNA technologies may be appropriate in making a definite diagnosis in certain cases (24).
Diagram: Scheme for a preventive program for β thalassaemia in Sri Lanka
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Counselling

Having identified the carriers, the task of recalling and counselling should be undertaken. It is important to preserve confidentiality and to inform all volunteers of their results. This relieves anxiety in non-carriers and provides an opportunity to counsel the carriers. If a definite diagnosis cannot be reached this should be clearly conveyed to the subject. If iron deficiency is found supplementation should be offered and the individual retested after the appropriate interval. If \( \beta \) thalassaemia trait is identified, genetic counselling should be undertaken, including the evidence that carriers of \( \beta \) thalassaemia have a diminished cardiovascular risk (25) and malarial risk (26). Carriers who are given this information together with the news of their carrier status have been shown to have a much more positive attitude towards their carrier status than others (27). Carriers should also be encouraged to bring other members of the family for screening and most important of all, to have their future marriage partner screened. Carriers, right to autonomous choice of marriage partner should always be respected (28). There are several published booklets (2,12,18,29) and information on websites (23,30) which can help. Nurses and other health care professionals can be trained to become genetic counsellors.

What the most realistic preventive strategy for the reduction of thalassaemia births in Sri Lanka might be is yet unknown. Pre-marital screening of relatives of thalassaemia major patients can be undertaken initially to find out if knowledge of carrier status influences choice of partner and their views on prenatal diagnosis. An action plan focussing on education, educating members of the index family, the public and policy makers, and other health care professionals is given in the diagram.

The first step is to offer screening to the patients’ unmarried relatives of reproductive age. Once screened, those testing negative can be reassured and carriers can be offered reproductive counselling. The importance of marriage partner testing can be conveyed at this time. If the future partner is found to be a carrier, the range of reproductive options available must be clearly explained to enable them to make an informed choice. These are, not marry another carrier, marry and take the chance of having children, adoption, donor insemination or seek prenatal diagnosis abroad.

Education

The second objective is to educate the public and convey the need for prevention to politicians. The ultimate success of a prevention program depends heavily on political will and commitment. Calls for assistance from influential policy makers to support the program need to be vigorously pursued, by creating awareness that \( \beta \) thalassaemia is a public health problem, that expenditure will continue to rise if urgent control measures are not taken, and that a relatively small investment at this stage will provide substantial benefits in the future.

Educating health care professionals in genetic disorders should be undertaken, and incorporated into existing medical and nursing curriculums with refresher courses for those already in practice. A thalassaemia patient register must be maintained at each centre to establish epidemiology and to facilitate auditing. A national thalassaemia register should be established to collate data from all regions. Information such as age at diagnosis, number screened, number of carriers detected, and number of new thalassaemic children born can measure progress.

Data regarding many aspects of thalassaemia in Sri Lanka, such as epidemiological data on gene frequency are inadequate. The list also includes bone, endocrine and immunological aspects. Studies on safety, efficacy and acceptability of the oral chelator are essential. There are a number of international organisations that can be approached for support (31,32). International collaboration is vital for progress in research.

Sri Lankan health services are committed to primary health care. The outcome of the immunisation program is clear evidence of its success. It would be ideal if a comprehensive preventive program for \( \beta \) thalassaemia appropriate for Sri Lanka can also be incorporated into these services soon.
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